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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
After a prolonged period of family health issues, I am now “back on deck” and looking
forward to some serious fishing action. Mind you, as I am writing this, the rain is bucketing
down and apparently, there is the possibility of a tropical cyclone arriving in a few days!
Under more “normal circumstances”, I would by now be reporting back on yet another
highly successful December trip to Lake Otamangakau but as we all know, we can’t get
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out of jail until the 15th and even then, we have to drive carefully through the Red Lights.
As a result, the next club trip to the “Big O” will be over the first weekend in March next
year so the delay simply means that the excitement and anticipation can grow to even
greater levels!
Given the enormous interruption to club affairs generated by Covid-19, I would like to
record my thanks to our highly competent and “techo” Treasurer, Barrie Barnes, who, in
my enforced absence, has steered our little ship through on-line meetings for much of the
year.
I know that the majority of club members are “dyed in the wool” trout anglers but
increasingly, quite a few are also discovering the joy of saltwater fly-fishing and we are
lucky to have within our ranks, Johan Kok, fly fisherman and film maker, who posts great
episodes on U-Tube, most from within our own Hauraki Gulf “back yard”. Snapper,
Kahawai and Kingfish are readily available locally and with marine heatwaves being
brought on by the La Nina climate cycle, the possibility of catching some more exotic subtropical species is also increasing.
In the trout domain, the arrival of Summer of course, also heralds the proliferation of flying
insects which are consumed voraciously and in huge quantities by our quarry and which
we are always doing our best to imitate in the myriad dry fly patterns available both
commercially and from within our own imaginations. It is a wonderful time of the year for
intrepid anglers, both young and old, to “commune with nature” and test skill levels in the
gentle art of dry fly presentation. For those of us not possessed of the required patience and
delicacy, that flying ”mouthful”, the cicada, can be imitated very well by quite bulky flies
and the more “splashy” the presentation, the better. Once those hot summer days are
accompanied by the loud buzzing and clicking, it will be time for action.
Most importantly, we need to recognise and take advantage of every opportunity to activate
the ancient Latin saying,” carpe diem” and seize the day, to go fishing because as the last
couple of years have shown us, our world can be turned upside down and brought to a
shuddering halt by something as simple as a virus.
Stay safe everybody and a Merry Christmas to you and your families.

Dave Symes
President
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FISHING REPORT
Auckland / Waikato
Multiple reports from both Parkinsons Lake and the Wairoa River are that due to heavy
fishing pressure, to be expected under lockdown travel restrictions, the fishing has been
hard. However Johan, Simon, Barrie, Lloyd and Pawel all headed out to Lake Whatihua,
near Kariotahi Beach, last weekend for a session of float tubing and there were a number
of fun Rainbows caught, and a number of long distance releases too.
Opening Day for all Aucklanders tomorrow! So hopefully I will receive some reports of
fun fishing trips.
Rotorua
The Rotorua Tributaries are receiving some much needed rain at present and they have all
risen in level but at this point we are not too sure just how much they have coloured up,
Regardless it will be great to be able to fish them again.
Lake Rotoiti appears to be the pick of the bunch for Jigging Flies from a boat, with Pat
Swift making some excellent catches, as usual.
Taupo
From the whispers I have heard there are some spectacular Rainbows showing up in the
lower Tongariro and no doubt this rain will bring on some summertime running Browns.
Personally, my biggest Brown for the Tongariro was caught on January the second. So if
you can then head down there.
Saltwater
Meola Reef is producing the odd fish but generally speaking it has been hard. The Snapper
are still mostly out in deeper water and in spawning mode. However, there are some
excellent Kingfish as well as a bunch of Rat Kings available with a bit of perseverance,
plus of course the highly enjoyable to catch Kahawai.
Small, silver flies have got the best results for the Kahawai.
Fishy Tales
- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to
iconpromote@gmail.com . Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.
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Johan with a fantastic back country Rainbow from last season. Photo courtesy of Johan
Kok.

LAST CLUB NIGHT
Last month we had an online Meeting with Johan Kok showing a video of dry and dropper
fishing the Ngongotaha last summer. Thank you once again Johan.
NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 21st DECEMBER 7.30 PM
Due to the ongoing lock down this month’s Club Meeting will be an online affair, as we
were forced to do during last year’s lock downs.
Full details of the Meeting, including a link and a password will be emailed out to
everyone soon.
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WHY WE FISH
Perhaps I should not have been a fisherman, he thought. But that was the thing that I was
born for.
Ernest Hemingway - The Old Man and the Sea

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS
Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and
email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have
changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or
so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes
by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi .

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT
The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a
‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a flyfishing dating service…
Name
Availability
Contact Details
Ron Blair
Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco
home 09 834 8841
with 60hp etec Evenrude
mobile 0275 006 336
for serious fishing Salt or Fresh
ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
Les Rose
Retired and is happy to take another home 09 4183634
person fishing during the week.
Graham Carter
Lives in Hamilton, keen on
021 026 00437
weekday / mid-week trips.
07 855 1833
Lloyd Altham
Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167
Available most time, but prefer
Home 09 420 3120
weekdays.
email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
Gary Bolstad
Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even
Mobile 022 379 3070
Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &
gd.bolstad@gmail.com
Game and Taupo season licences so keen
to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to
go most of the time.
Derek Robinson
Retired available most times keen to do
Ph 4437311
Waikato streams and most other things.
Mob: 0212 595 371
pamanddek@outlook.com
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CLUB TROPHIES
Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club
Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi.
Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person
who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this
happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.
Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member
during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the
Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder
is Lucas Bathurst.
I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most
species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is
Russell Nelson.
Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days.
One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok.
The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater
Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs.

QUOTABLE QUOTES
What I had mastered was fly-fishing Rule # 1: Remove all hooks from soft tissue under
water, where near-freezing temperatures anesthetize exposed nerve endings and you
can't hear your fellow anglers' hysterical laughter.
Jessica Maxwell - I Don't Know Why I Swallowed The Fly
“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES
Winning fish will be determined by weight.
Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph.
Details to be provided to any committee member.
Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in April.
Winner’s name and weight of fish to be published in May club newsletter.
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NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING
COMPETITION RULES
The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the
process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of
salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with
the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club
Website www.nsff.org.nz

Stephen with another Tutaekuri cracker from last season. Photo courtesy of Stephen
Charles.

CLUB TRIPS 2021
February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes 25th 26th 27th FEBRUARY 2022
March – Lake Otamangakau MARCH 2022
April – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip – April 2022
May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 2022
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July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2022
November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2021
December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested)
December – Lake Otamangakau – 3rd 4th 5th DEC 2021
The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the
country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your
committee know.

CLUB STILLWATER COMPETITION ON LAKE REREWHAKAAITU
Due to the continued lockdown and border controls this Trip has been cancelled. We are
working on a replacement and will let you know what is planned as soon as possible.
Simon Hoole - 021 037 6047 - hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz

FEBRUARY CLUB TRIP TO NGONGOTAHA AND ROTORUA AREA
….But we in it shall be remembered.
We few, we happy few, we band of brothers.
For he today that casts his flies with me,
Shall be my brother, be he ne'er so vile,
This day shall gentle his condition.
And gentlemen in Auckland now a-bed,
Shall think themselves accurs'd they were not here,
And hold their manhoods cheap, whiles any speaks
That fished with us upon this Ngonga dawn.
This year’s February Trip to fish the Ngongotaha River and the Rotorua region is on the
weekend of Friday 26th, Saturday 27th, Sunday 28th February. We will again be staying at
the Paradise Valley Lodge. Costs will be $115.00 each, which will cover 2 nights’
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accommodation in the lodge and a BBQ on Saturday evening. If you want to come down
on the Thursday, as many of us do, then simply add $50 to make it $165.00.
Also, a variety of private rooms are available as well.
If you are keen just let me know which nights you can make asap and then pay your money
to the Club in any of the normal ways.




internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Ngonga
as a reference);
Or by Cash on the December or February Club Nights

Duncan – 021 648 956 – iconpromote@gmail.com
CASTING TUITION – SEEKING EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST
Your Committee is trying to find the best way to continue the Casting Tuition that we
once ran when we were based at the Milford Marina.
If you would be interested in receiving some Casting Tuition please let us know as soon
as possible. This is for all ability levels. Also, please try and give us an idea of what you
would expect that Tuition to look like.
As a Committee we have discussed a variety of options, from running Instruction on Club
Nights before the Meetings through to heading to a park with water such as Onepoto
Domain at the foot of Onepoto Road in Northcote, or Sylvan Park at Lake Pupuke in
Milford.
So please contact us as soon as possible if you are interested.
Simon - 021 037 6047 - hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
Duncan – 021 648 956 - iconpromote@gmail.com
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A CALL TO CLUB MEMBERS TO SUPPORT THE PEOPLE THAT SUPPORT
OUR CLUB
A lot of people in Auckland have been doing it hard. Reduced wages, lost jobs, businesses
damaged beyond repair. But eventually we will come out of this and we will be able to
travel domestically again.
I would like to recommend a few places for Club Members to stay. These are people that
look after us fantastically on our Club Trips away, over and above what you could
reasonably expect, and being tourist businesses they have suffered more than most with
constant booking cancellations.
So if you are able to travel give these fantastic supporters of our Club a try.
Moving North to South:
PARADISE VALLEY LODGE - https://www.paradisevalleylodge.co.nz/
1099 Paradise Valley Road, Rotorua.
The owners here are Heather and Damon, Heathers mob: 027 564 9581, Heather has gone
out of her way to make her accommodation even more fisher friendly, putting in hanging
and drying racks for waders, boots, jackets and rods, as well as a large freezer and has even
bought a brand new hot smoker to smoke up your freshly caught Trout.
The location is fantastic, with the peaceful lifestyle property backing onto the Ngongotaha
Stream and only 5 minutes from Ngongotaha or 15 minutes from Rotorua. It is where we
stay on the Club Trips to Ngongotaha / Rotorua.
Check out the website and you will see a large range of accommodation options, from the
bunk rooms of the Lodge to the very comfortable Private rooms or even the superbly
appointed house itself. There is even plenty of room to park your boat if you want.
This is a fantastic place to go fishing with a group of friends, have a family gathering or
just take your partner for a weekend away.
I have stayed there with my wife and it was perfect. A couple of hours fishing for me in
the morning and the evening, with the rest of the day spent doing all the touristy things
available in Rotorua.
Give Heather a call as I know she has had covid cancellations and so times of the year
normally booked out well in advance may still be available.
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Jimmy’s 6.5pds of Rainbow fun taken 400mts from the Lodge.
TONGARIRO RIVER MOTEL - (TRM)
Corner of Link Road and Taupehi Road, Turangi
The owners here are Pip and Ross, phone number 0800 1TROUT – (0800 187 688)
https://www.tongarirorivermotel.co.nz/
Ros s and Pip are

Ross and Pip are ex Jafa’s, (just another fantastic Aucklander), who upon reaching
retirement age moved to Turangi and bought the motel with Club Member Wayne Godkin
and his wife Wendy. Obviously a thinly veiled excuse for Ross to go fly fishing whenever
he wanted to. Little did he know that the motel would become so popular with fishos that
he would only get to go fishing when it was quiet.
They go out of their way to make sure that you are looked after. If you are arriving late
after a long drive down from Auckland, the key will be in the door, the heaters turned on
and the milk for your morning tea already in your fridge.
There are several BBQ’s, a portable hot smoker as well as a large electric cold smoker, a
designated fish cleaning area, and every unit has rod racks set on the inside walls and drying
hooks for wet gear abound on the exterior walls.
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With the Tongariro River only a couple of hundred metres walk from your unit and a
myriad of other rivers and lakes just a short drive away, TRM is perfectly placed for an
outdoors adventure. If you are into skiing it is only under 40 minutes to the Chateau at
Whakapapa. As Ross says they are ‘half way to everywhere’.
And if you want to know what’s working on the river, Ross is always right up to date with
the latest fishing info.

Ryan with his first Trout, and ‘guide’ Andrew , caught whilst staying at TRM. Photo
courtesy of Ryan Schierhout.
TONGARIRO HOLIDAY PARK
State Highway 47, 100 metres south of Highway 47 and highway 45 intersection.
The owners here are Greg and Donna, phone number (07) 386 8062.
https://www.thp.co.nz/
They have been hosting the Club Trips to Lake Otamangakau since the Club began and
Dave Symes, our President, has been on every one of these Trips (he organizes them).
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Throughout this time Greg and Donna, and the previous owners as well, have looked after
the Club superbly.
They are well located for quick access to the ski fields, the Tongariro crossing, Lakes
Otamangakau and Rotoaira, as well as a number of excellent walks.
The accommodation ranges from cabins through to self-contained units as well as powered
camping sites, and there are separate shower, toilet, and cooking blocks for the non selfcontained cabins.

Sunset on the Big O. A stunning photo copied from the web some time ago, and a great
example of what you can experience on this fantastic Lake.
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JOKE OF THE MONTH
Vicar of Dibley Joke
Three nuns died in a motor accident and arrived up at the Gates of Heaven. There they
were met by St Peter.
"I'm sorry ladies, before you can enter into heaven, you must first answer a question."
"Oh, all right." said the nuns.
"OK" said St Peter and turning to one of the nuns asked "Adam was the first man, but
what was the name of his partner?"
"Oh that's easy." said the nun "It was Eve."
"Correct." said St Peter "You may enter."
Turning to the second nun he asked. “And where did Adam and Eve live?"
"Oh that's easy. In the Garden of Eden."
"Correct." said St Peter "You may enter."
The last nun left was the Mother Superior.
"As you are the Mother Superior your question may be more difficult." said St Peter
"What did Eve say when she first saw Adam."
"Ooh. That is a hard one." said the Mother Superior.
"Correct" said St Peter "You may enter."

FISH AND GAME QUICK TIP
An excellent tip from Wellington Fish & Game Officer/Communications Officer Hamish
Carnachan is to download the Walking Access Commission's new pocket edition app; it
works offline and provides you with the info on how to access public land for fishing and
hunting; https://www.walkingaccess.govt.nz/maps/pocket-maps/ to download the app.
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WHAKAPAPA RIVER - STONE JUG
Stone Jug Road property
In 2019 the Stone Jug property outlined in blue was purchased by Fish & Game Auckland
Waikato Region to provide angler access to the Whakapapa River. The smaller area
bounded by blue is immediately next to the parking area at the end of the road. Fishers may
park in this area if they don’t want to park on the road or if parking is limited.
The property not only provides a third access point to the river but also allows anglers easy
access by extending up to the Crown land (Railway) upstream from the property on the
true-left bank. This provides access to about 5km of some of the best trout fishing water in
the North Island. This access continues all the way upstream, and past the bridge out from
Owhango. To help clarify the Crown land please visit WAMS where you’ll also be able to
see that reserve land on the true right. You’ll need to expand the view:
https://maps.walkingaccess.govt.nz/Viewer/?map=6b1a93f757ac42fd8cafc3b8fc7dacbd

Barrie Barnes.
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AUCKLAND / WAIKATO REEL LIFE DECEMBER

Waikato Anglers Get A Second Opening Day!!!
About 80% of anglers that fish our King Country streams have been in lockdown for
months, so it is an excellent time for Waikato anglers to take a road trip south.
Although many large rivers are still running high, the smaller streams will be in good shape
soon.
Rivers like the Waipapa, upper Awakino and Ongarue should be fishing well by late
October.
The Whakapapa should be low enough to fish because most of the water is currently being
drawn out by the power company.
Aucklanders, now that you have a promised “Freedom Day” of December 15th, it is time
to get your licence and start planning.
Unfortunately, you have missed some fishing, but the best part of the season is still ahead
of us.
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Over the next couple of weeks, fish will start moving to cooler headwater streams, and the
fishing will come on about the time you can travel, so get your gear ready.
New Council
We are excited to welcome a new council representing the Auckland/Waikato Region’s
anglers and hunters.
Matt Barker
Barrie Barnes
David Cocks
Guy Ralph
Euan Williamson
Dirk Du Preez
Tony Clark
Geoff Dickey
Colin Sherrard
Nigel Juby
Peter Shaw
Grant Annan

Auckland North
Auckland North
Auckland South
Auckland South
Hauraki/Coromandel
Hauraki/Coromandel
Northern Waikato
Northern Waikato
Northern Waikato
Central Waikato
Southern Waikato
Southern Waikato

There are several new or returning councillors, and Nigel
Juby was elected Chair of the Auckland/Waikato Fish and
Game Council.
Barrie Barnes will be replacing Nigel on the New Zealand
Fish & Game Council.
The new Council will focus on improving fishing access
and ensuring that Auckland/Waikato anglers are looked
after properly during the Fish & Game review.
All licenced anglers are encouraged to participate in
managing the resource and can attend council meetings
where elected councillors set regulations and prioritise
staff activities.
Council meeting dates and council information can be found on the Fish & Game
website.
Tight Lines
Adam Daniel, Auckland Waikato Fish & Game
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AUCKLAND / WAIKAYO REEL LIFE JANUARY 2022

You Are Free!! Here Are Our Top Picks For Driving South.
Freedom Day has come at last and as a special treat, we have made a list of the top picks
for fishing if you are driving south for the summer holidays.
We normally keep some of these streams to ourselves but thought after doing it tough for
the nation, you Aucklanders deserve a reward.
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If you have not been stuck in
Auckland for 120 days, please stop
reading here.
1.
Kaniwhaniwha is a great early
summer fly fishing stream. An easy
stop on the way to Raglan with great
hiking
trails.
Access: Karamu walkway, Quarry
Road, Nikau Walkway.
2.
Waihou River is no secret but
has lots of fish and is just off State
Highway 1 if you are driving south.
Access: Blue Springs walkway.
3.
Waipapa River has great fish
numbers but is only for the
adventurous anglers, the access
across the Pāmu Farm (Land Corp) is
a bit of a walk but worth it. Be
prepared for a forest of blackberries
and plenty of fish. Access: Drum
Bridge Road turn right 1.75km down Ranginui Road from Waipapap Road and
follow the 4wd track to the river or walk in, Land Corp access is about 6km from
Waipapa Road on Ranginui Road look for the access sign and instructions for
entry.
4. Awakino River is a classic fly fishing stream with easy access.
Access: Gribbon Road look for the Fish & Game access signs.
5. Ongarue River is a perfect spot to have a North Island small stream experience you
are not going to forget. Stay at the Black Fern Lodge and fish out the back door.
There is also plenty of camping at Piropiro Flats along the Timber Trail. Access:
Ongarue Stream Road and please check the Walking Access page or ask permission
if you are unsure of legal access.
6. Whanganui/Whakapapa Rivers are a sure bet for the rest of the summer, and you
can’t go wrong basing yourself in Kakahi or Owhango.Access: Taumarunui
Holiday Park, Piriaka Power Station, Pukehou Road, Te Rena Road, Stone Jug
Road and Ohinetonga Road.
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Where Not To Fish
Giving advice on where not to fish is a bit backwards but we find that anglers going on
vacation often make the same mistakes every year and then wonder why they never catch
fish.
The most common complaint we get from holiday goers sounds something like this “why
can’t I catch fish in the Ohinemuri River on my way to Waihi Beach?”.
The answer is heat, and although the Ohinemuri was historically cool enough to hold fish
into December, the absence of stream shading due to a lack of fencing on its tributaries has
heated up some of the small streams by 4°C.
This unfortunately means the trout move to a higher elevation in October or November.
Fish also move out of the Waikato River during the same time of year for the same reason.
But don’t worry the fish are still around and in the case of the Ohinemuri, they are in the
cool tributaries like the upper Waitawheta (Deam Road or Franklin Road).
So, if you stop in at a local trout stream and it's comfortable to swim in don’t bother fishing,
look for a cooler tributary with good shade to take a cast.
Tight Lines,
Adam Daniel, Auckland Waikato Fish & Game.
EASTERN REEL LIFE - DECEMBER
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We've done some work clearing and spraying access tracks too, and where possible,
cleared in-stream debris to make pools a little more fishable (Above).
Classic spring weather has dominated the last few weeks of fishing in the Eastern Region.
Showers interspersed by warm sunny periods mean the raincoat shouldn't ever be too far
away!
The winds, which can hamper spring outings, have mostly been favourable for boating,
however.
There are several good wind forecast sites, but I've recently taken to using the Windfinder
App and found its forecasting to be remarkably accurate.
Lake surface temperatures are sitting about 15 or 16 degrees meaning fish and their food
are happy to live at various depths from the surface right down to below 30 metres.
Dawn has seen some good smelting activity at the surface and spinning, fly fishing, or
shallow trolling and harling is the way to go here.
A Tassie and smelt fly combo will work a treat or simply harling a large Silver
Dorothy or Parsons' Glory behind a short section of sinking fly line or LED line.

See our graphic here for how to set up a successful trolling rig.
The good news is that trout grow exceptionally well when the water temperature is in the
mid-teens.
I've been impressed with the condition of the 2+-year-old (Rp and Rpad fin marked)
rainbows from the lakes thus far.
If they continue to grow at an impressive rate, we'll see some great fish this summer and in
the autumn of 2022.
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With gradually increasing water temperatures, we are starting to see browns congregating
at the Rotorua stream mouths.
As the lake nears 19 Celcius, expect the numbers to increase, and the fish begin to enter
the Rotorua tributaries in volume.
The upper section of the Ngongotaha and Waiteti and Utuhina open to fishing on December
1.
The action will mostly be for late spawning rainbows; there will be some spent fish among
them and the odd early running brown.
Eastern rivers are in fine shape, although the east coast did receive a significant rain event
earlier in November, which has caused some high and coloured flows.
Anglers are reporting good catches of high country fish, and terrestrial insect activities are
increasing.
Te Urewera and Waikaremaona remain closed to visitors currently. However, we
understand there is a possibility of re-opening for Xmas. Please check the Te
Urewera Facebook page for details.
Our hatchery team has been
busy completing liberations
for local lakes.
September and October saw
almost 35,000 fish released,
including several groups
moved by boat to stream
mouths on Lake Tarawera.
Here our tanker liberation seems to be blessed by a rainbow – a good omen, we hope!
Boat Fishing How To – Tarawera
We will be holding our Boat Fishing How to talk at Tarawera on Saturday, January
8th 2022, at 10 am at Stoney Point.
As always, it's a basic tuition talk and demonstration for boaties who are new to trout
fishing or experienced anglers who are having trouble catching fish!
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The event lasts for a couple of hours, and we finish by boning and smoking a trout.
No bookings are needed; bring a fold-out chair or picnic blanket.
In the meantime, check out our Boat Fishing Brochure for some tips.
Note, due to Covid-19 alerts, this event may be restricted to a maximum number of entrants
or cancellation!
Keep
an
eye
on
contact msherburn@fishandgame.org.nz

our Facebook for

information

or

Datawatch tagged trout can now be entered online. Entries go into the draw to win one of
20 free whole-season fishing licences.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All Lakes And Streams
Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region.
Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from Kilwell:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3
Tight Lines - Mark Sherburn, Eastern Region Fish & Game Officer.

EASTERN REEL LIFE JANUARY 2022
Last month we reported stable lake surface water temperatures around 15 or 16 degrees
Celsius.
No sooner than we went live with Reel Life, and the temperatures rocketed to over 20
degrees after a few days of hot still conditions.
This has slowed the early morning trolling and harling down, although if you are on the
water at first light it’s still worth trailing a smelt fly and lure combo. Fish will still spend
time at the surface chasing large smelt before heading deeper to temperatures they prefer.
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Trout from our lakes like water temperatures in the mid-teens, (13-17 degrees). Being as
they are cold-blooded, they need to move to meet their preferred temperatures. This is the
sort of information that we’ll be covering at our ‘How-To’ boat fishing talk at Tarawera on
the 8th of January plus much more! If that sounds like
the sort of tips to help you catch more fish see below
for the event details.
The upside is that warmer temps have seen fish
beginning to congregate at 15m and more and being
more cooperative to jigging than they were before the
thermocline had formed. Deep methods like jigging,
soft plastics and downriggers become much better options in summer when the fish are
congregated in layers of cooler water.
Keep an eye on your sounder as fish move deeper in
December

Eastern streams are in super condition. A number of
small rain events have kept flows good and
temperatures down. Fish are plentiful with last
winter’s post-spawners hungry and packing on weight as insect activity increases. Some
early cicada song had been noted after the warm spell so here’s hoping for a bumper year
fishing the big dries!
Dry fly and dropper rig
In the meantime, start with weighted nymphs slung
under an indicator cast into the better, deeper pools
and feeding runs and try a dry fly nymph dropper rig,
as shown here if you observe insect activity or fish
sitting high in the water column. With summer just
around the corner be aware that fish will seek out
sheltered areas during full sun. That can be as simple
as an overhanging bush or tree or simply some
whitewater in a riffle.
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Good catch and release practice will
ensure survival
Remember too, as water temperatures rise
through summer fish need extra special
care if practicing catch and release. Limit
how long fish are played by avoiding
ultra-light tippets, use a quality landing
net and wherever possible keep the fish in
the water 100% of the time. If you must have that ‘grab and grin’ photo for the album, get
your mate ready with the camera first, then lift the fish from the water for just a couple of
seconds – done! Just because fish swim away doesn’t mean it’s a successful release. Stress
accumulates over time and even if not fatal overhandling can make a trout very sick.
Waikaremoana news. Te Urewera have advised that access to Waikaremoana will remain
closed until at least the end of January 2022. Check their Facebook page for further
information.
Boat Fishing How To – Tarawera
We will be holding our Boat Fishing How to talk at Tarawera on Saturday January 8th 2022,
10 am at Stoney Point as pictured above. As always, it’s a basic tuition talk and
demonstration for boaties who are new to trout fishing, or experienced anglers who are
having trouble catching fish! The event lasts for a couple of hours and we finish by boning
and smoking a trout. No bookings are needed, bring a fold-out chair or picnic blanket. In
the meantime check out our Boat Fishing Brochure for some tips. Note, due to Covid alerts
this event may be restricted to a maximum number of entrants or cancellation! Keep an eye
on our Facebook for information or contact msherburn@fishandgame.org.nz
Datawatch tagged trout can now be entered online. Entries go into the draw to win one of
20 free whole-season fishing licences.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QCH5ZR6
Eastern Region Fishing Diaries – All lakes and streams
Fill in your fishing diaries here to help us manage the Eastern Fish & Game region.
Participants go in the draw to win a $100 voucher from Kilwell:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/QRSD7D3

Tight Lines - Mark Sherburn, Eastern Fish & Game Officer
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BIG TROUT IN THE MACKENZIE COUNTRY
Big Trout in the Mackenzie Country - Peter Allen
If you want to fish the 'canals' this book is a must have especially if you haven't fished there
before. The 72 pages full of quality colour pictures and maps tell it all. This book shows
the locations, the points of access, gear and techniques to use, a few knots and even the
correct technique for removing a hook - from a person not a fish!. If you want to give it a
go you will also find a section on Taxidermy, a how to do it yourself for your trophy fish,
right from the start, with great pictures and understandable instructions.
This book is self published by Peter and is available on the www.iloveflyfishing.kiwi
website under the category Books. Barrie is not selling these to make any money, just to
help Perter get an excellent book out on the market.
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HOW TO BE A BETTER STRIPPER
By Ben Kryzinski - Saturday, Nov 13th, 2021
Up Your Chance To Connect With The Strip-And-Pause Method
On a guided float in Wyoming some time ago — and I think it’s a great idea for every
angler, regardless of skill level or angling proficiency, to take a guided trip now and then
— I got a great tip that has paid dividends ever since, no matter where I’ve stripped flies
or what fish I’ve chased.
After the third hit-and-run on my streamer from a big Salt River brown, I was frustrated.
The fish were into my fly pattern, but I just couldn’t hook up.
“Why do they always hit the fly when I’m between strips?” I asked, somewhat rhetorically
and, frankly, hoping the guide would deliver the answer to my question. I was legitimately
troubled — I love to strip streamers, but there are days when the “discipline within the
discipline” can be maddenly frustrating.
When fish, particularly trout, grab flies between strips, it also means that, for most anglers,
they’re hitting flies when the stripping hand is off the line, and the only connection that
remains between the fish and the angler are the fingers of the right hand as they pinch the
line against the butt section of the rod (for argument’s sake, the angler is right-handed-obviously, the opposite is true for southpaws). There’s just not enough tension between the
angler and the streamer (and the fish!), and it makes a strip-set impossible.
I turned and looked at the guide who answered my prayer to the angling gods.
“Don’t take your stripping hand off the line so much,” he said. “Instead of letting go with
your left hand after every strip, do a strip-and-pause move, and do it three times in a row,
all while keeping your left hand on the line.”
It might sound complicated, and it sure felt awkward, but it proved effective. Instead of
pinching the line against the fly rod with my right forefinger and middle finger while
reaching up to grab the fly line to re-strip the streamer after every pull, I simply kept my
left hand on the line and performed the “strip and pause.” I pulled once, paused. Then a
second time. Another pause. And finally a third. Only then would I reach up and grab the
fly line for a repeat performance.
Yes, I still had to release the line with my left hand, but only once after three strips instead
of after every strip. This allowed me to keep in contact with the line (and the streamer)
more often. It also made for a more efficient strip. And, when a nice big brown nailed the
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sculpin pattern after the second pause, the line was in my hand and the strip-strike was
solid. The payoff? A stunning 19-inch brown trout in the net.
The guide earned his tip that afternoon.
And since that day, the “strip-and-pause” method has worked on a number of occasions. In
the Bahamas, I used the method while casting over a school of mudding bonefish. In
Patagonia, I’ve used the method for giant lake-dwelling brown trout. And in Mexico, the
method was money on baby tarpon in the backcountry sloughs of Ascension Bay.
Strip. Pause. Strip again. Don’t let go of the line with the stripping hand but once every
three or even four strips.
Oh, and back to what I said about taking a guided trip: The craft evolves, even if we’re not
paying attention. Longtime anglers should consider a guided trip like taking a training class
for some new software they need to master for the day job. Or an updated safety test to
make sure they’re at their best when they need it the most.
It never hurts to go back to school. For this angler, who’s been on the business end of a fly
rod for some four decades, the education never really stops. That was proven to me by a
great guide who knew the river, knew the fish and, more importantly, was willing to share
a new trick with an old dog.
The end result? I’m a better angler. And you can be, too, if you just have the humility to
take a refresher course now and then.

The Ohinemuri River in
summertime. A fantastic
opportunity for dry and
dropper fishing with fish
often tucked in behind the
rocks and in the riffles at
the head of pools but with
high water temperatures
try it out in April onwards.
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4 TIPS FOR BECOMING A BETTER FLY CASTER
Helpful Advice For Developing A Roadmap To Fly Casting Proficiency
By George Daniel - Wednesday, Nov 17th, 2021 From the excellent www.hatchmag.com
Fly fishing for trout isn’t rocket science, even though it seems like we try to make it so at
times. If you present your fly to trout in a natural or somewhat natural manner, you stand
a good chance of fooling many of them. The key to achieving that natural or somewhat
natural presentation is fly casting. But the truth is, you don’t need to be a master fly caster
to be a successful angler. You do, however, need to be proficient. The journey to becoming
a proficient fly caster need not be a long and arduous one, but frequent practice and a
deliberate focus on the fundamentals of casting is the roadmap to success.
As you develop your own personal fly casting roadmap, these tips will help.
Don’t Try To Learn It All At Once
Modern fly fishing culture seems infatuated with hacks and shortcuts that promise quick
and easy success. But it takes time to learn proper casting skills and attempting to do too
much at one time will yield subpar results and frustration. You can’t learn to be a proficient
fly caster in one day, but you can do so over time. Begin by practicing one or two specific
skills. Once those skills are mastered, move on to the next step.
Think of this as your casting foundation or pyramid—start with the core movements and
then move on to more specialized movements. And while you can’t learn it all in one day,
don’t worry, mastery of the basic fly casting principles can be achieved in less time than
you think. Within a few days of deliberate practice on the yard or grass, you will have the
confidence and skills necessary to approach moving water. As you progress, make it a habit
to spend a few hours practicing your fly casting each week and you’ll be surprised how
quickly your quiver of fly casting tools will begin to fill.
Practice Without A Fly Rod In Your Hand
Good casting is little more than the development of good mechanics. Casting without a rod
allows you to focus solely on the muscle movements or mechanics of the cast. Adding a
fly rod and line does nothing but add complexity. Practice the casting movements without
a rod until they feel natural, and only then would I suggest casting a rod. Even after 36
years of fly casting, I frequently find myself beginning to make a bad cast. When this
happens, I put the rod down or hold the rod in my non-casting hand and spend a minute or
two working on the casting movement with just my arm and body.
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This summer, my brother was teaching the fundamentals of casting with a two-handed rod
on the Yellowstone River. As someone who is naturally impatient, within 10 minutes I was
frustrated and found myself trying to overpower my cast, which resulted in poor mechanics
and a bad cast. The cure was putting the rod down for a few minutes and working on both
hand movements without the rod. Only then did the situation improve. This is my casting
reset button, and it works wonders.
If you don’t know where to start, do some research and find a few credible YouTube casting
videos.
Take A Break When You’re Fatigued
Fishing and fly casting while tired creates bad habits. I’m as driven as most anglers to
spend as much time as possible on the water, but after years of fishing, I’ve begun to listen
to my body when I feel fatigued. If I feel I’m forcing my cast, I take a break. This frequently
happens to me when I’m fishing for Musky. It doesn’t take long for even an experienced
fly caster to become fatigued when using a heavy rod to cast large, wind-resistant flies.
Most of us develop our bad casting habits when we're tired. This is one of the main reasons
why I no longer offer 8-hour guided trips or lessons. Most anglers’ skills begin improving
during the morning, peak around mid-day, and then quickly deteriorate as fatigue sets in.
In my experience, few anglers are physically capable of fishing a solid 8 hours in one day.
If you’re just starting out and are still developing your casting muscles (yes, there are
casting muscles), fatigue can set in quickly. Take a 10-15 minute break the moment you
feel tired or feel you’re rushing or forcing your cast. And, if you plan to fish all day, plan
to take some breaks when fatigue sets in. If you don’t, you’ll soon begin developing poor
casting habits.
Watch Videos Of Yourself
Watching GoPro or other footage of yourself casting may be the ultimate form of fly
casting feedback. As an angling instructor at Penn State University, I had to make the shift
from in-person instruction to virtual during the peak of the COVID pandemic. I started
using my GoPro to film “virtual field trips” for my students. When I returned home to edit
the footage I had filmed, I quickly noticed I had several bad casting habits I wasn’t even
aware of—using too much arm movement or rocking my body from side to side during. I
had developed these poor casting habits over time, but wasn’t aware I needed to correct
them until I saw them on camera.
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Wrapping Up
It doesn’t take a lifetime to become a proficient fly caster and achieve success on the water.
I’ve seen many of my students become not just proficient, but excellent fly casters and
anglers within 6-9 months. What all of those anglers had in common was a dedication to
deliberate and frequent practice. Commit to doing the same, and you’ll achieve your fly
casting goals sooner than you think.

FISH & GAME SUPPORTS CALLS FOR FORESTRY RE-FOCUS
Fish And Game NZ Media Release
Fish & Game NZ is supporting calls for
an urgent rethink on the rapid
proliferation of exotic forests currently
being supported by central government,
and instead, refocus on native plantings
for better long-term environmental and
social outcomes.
The Native Forest Coalition – comprising
the Environmental Defence Society, Pure
Advantage, Road Donald Trust, the
Tindall Foundation, Project Crimson,
Dame Anne Salmon and Dr Adam Forbes – recently released a statement urging a shift
away from “short-term thinking and siloed government policy” in tackling climate change.
Central to the Native Forest Coalition’s concerns is current policy favouring carbon
sequestering in exotic pine plantations over native forests, which is being driven by high
carbon prices. This is having a myriad of adverse impacts.
“While Fish & Game is behind initiatives to address the climate crisis, the current shortsighted focus on securing offshore carbon credits ignores significant long-term
environmental and social problems,” says Fish & Game spokesman Ray Grubb.
“A very real concern is the effect of pines on instream flows. Research has established
rainwater run-off is diminished by up to 40% by pine plantations. Widespread plantings
in catchments will be in direct conflict with the Government’s current objectives to
improve freshwater.
“Further, mass sedimentation events when exotic forests are felled have catastrophic
impacts on instream biology and water quality.”
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Plantation forestry has a place in helping meet New Zealand’s climate change
commitments, says Grubb, but the proliferation of monoculture pine plantings in recent
years has clearly been “out of control” and “ill-considered”.
“Look at what’s happening in the high country where the Department of Conservation and
landowners are waging an ongoing and very costly war against wilding pines, which
threaten the iconic landscape.
“We fully agree that strategies that are linked together will have far better long-term results
for New Zealand, socially and environmentally.”
Mr Grubb says the Native Forest Coalition’s call for resolving eligibility disparities in the
ETS between natives and exotics needs to be urgently addressed.
“The initiative has Fish & Game’s full support.”
POSITIVES FOUND IN HIGH COURT LOSS ON LINDIS
Otago Fish and Game Council is considering the
implications of a judgement from the High Court
where its appeal against the Lindis River
Environment Court decision was not upheld.
The core of its appeal centred on the way trout
were treated in the judgement and concerns that
the Environment Court had not applied the law
correctly. This had implications both for the final
decision in respect of the Lindis River, and also
other decisions affecting rivers and freshwater
habitats.
Chief Executive Ian Hadland said while the
judgment might initially seem negative, there
were a number of positives to be taken from the
judgement.
“Advocating to protect habitat is a key function of Fish & Game, so we were given little
option but to challenge the decision,” Mr Hadland said.
“A good outcome of our High Court appeal is that the place of trout and salmon habitat in
the Resource Management Act, and as part of the existing environment and ecosystem, was
confirmed. That’s extremely helpful as we enter the next phase of water planning in
Otago.”
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The decision released this week is the latest chapter in a seven-year battle by Fish & Game
to restore flows back into a seriously depleted river and important trout nursery stream for
Lake Dunstan and the upper Clutha River. The Environment Court ruled that a minimum
river flow of 550 litres/second or about 30% of the natural low flow in summer (called the
mean annual low flow or MALF) was adequate. Fish & Game argued for 900 litres/second
to ensure the river remained connected and healthy.
“We’re not comfortable with the idea that a river is sustainably managed when 70% of its
low flow is removed for irrigation but that’s the decision that has been made. Nonetheless,
we will continue to stand up for the restoration of depleted rivers, especially where that is
related to over-allocation of the resource for out-of-stream uses.”
Mr Hadland said the decision is in part a reflection of the poor state of Otago’s water
planning framework which an independent review by Professor Peter Skelton described as
not fit for purpose. Mr Hadland believed this was largely to blame for the ongoing conflict
and delays around water allocation and large legal bills for all parties.
“The new Land and Water Regional Plan for Otago can’t come soon enough,” Mr Hadland
said.
“If you ran this whole case again tomorrow from the start, I’d suggest the outcome would
be more positive for the river, not because of the local planning framework, but because of
the Government's updated national policy statement on freshwater which clearly prioritises
the river's needs first and recognises sports fish habitat as a value to be protected. That’s
exactly what we argued in the first place.”
Fish and Game website – 3/12/21 -Posted by Richie Cosgrove

EDITORS NOTE
OPENING DAY!
Go forth and fish!
And a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
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FISHING FUNNIES
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(Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated)

MEMBERS FEEDBACK
We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.

But are we??
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative.
For example, have you been on a club fishing trip? Did you enjoy yourself? What would
you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of? Less of? In
short, talk to us.
The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.
So if you have something on your mind let us know.
Thank you - Your committee
NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE
Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST
Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge.
Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST
Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST
If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club
Nights.
Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm:
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City
NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE

Club Patron – Dave McLellan
President - Dave Symes
486-6257 Takapuna
Secretary - Mike Martindale 489 1082
Takapuna
Treasurer - Barrie Barnes 021 925 006 Glenfield
Magazine - Duncan Frew
021 648 956 Torbay
Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote
Members
Pawel Mikolajczyk 021 960 806
Maurice Parlane 021 650 692 Northcote

dssymes@xtra.co.nz
miketmartindale@gmail.com
barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
iconpromote@gmail.com
hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
pawel_mikolajczyk@yahoo.co.nz

maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz

North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated
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